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1. INTRODUCTION

During last two decades, we witnessed great
progress in the software development technology. This
progress, in particular, greatly improved productivity
of the programmers in terms of the amount of code
created in a time unit, which results in the increase of
most complicated program systems up to tens of mil�
lions of code lines [1, 2]. However, the quality of pro�
grams almost has not been changed: as before, the
average number of errors per thousand lines of code
prior to testing varies from 10 through 50 [3]. Thus,
the improvement of the software development meth�
ods, on the one hand, allows us to create more and
more complicated systems necessary for modern sci�
ence, economy, and state organizations and, on the
other hand, increases the number of defects in these
systems and risks associated with this.

Software defects and errors can be eliminated by
means of verification, which checks mutual consis�
tency of all design artifacts—project and user docu�
mentation, source code, deployment configurations,
etc.—and their correspondence to the requirements
to the given system and relevant standards. Methods of
software verification are also rapidly developing, but
not as fast as the development technologies. There�
fore, the ultimate complexity of the software which
can be made reliable and functioning correctly is con�
siderably less than that demanded by a modern society.

Methods of software verification can be divided
(this division is more historical than based on their
essence) [4] into formal methods, which rely on rigor�
ous analysis of mathematical models of the artifacts
being checked and the desired properties; static analy�
sis methods, which seek errors without running the
software; dynamic analysis methods, which verify
actual behavior of the system under study in some sce�
narios of its operation; and review (inspection),which is
performed by experts based on their experience and
knowledge.

All these methods have their advantages and disad�
vantages and different application domains, and their
efficiency may differ significantly in different contexts.
Valuable verification of large�scale complex systems is
impossible without combined use of all these methods,
because only their combination can overcome disad�
vantages of the individual methods. In so doing, on
each level of system consideration and for each kind of
components, it is desirable to select the most effective
method that results in the most reliable contribution
into the system quality estimate on the whole and
requires minimum expenditures. Unfortunately, for
the present there is no general approach to comparing
efficiency of different verification methods and their
combinations in different contexts as applied to real
software systems.

To manage the permanently growing complexity of
real systems, a great number of various verification
methods and techniques, especially formal and based
on static analysis, have been created during last 20–
30 years [4]. However, these methods most often can
effectively be used only by specialists in the corre�
sponding fields. Many works of such kind were con�
fined to formulation of ideas and algorithms. Occa�
sionally, they resulted in prototype implementations,
the goal of which was to demonstrate feasibility of the
proposed technique on several examples. However,
these prototypes cannot be used for industrial software
development, where all tools should efficiently work in
a very wide context, since the researchers usually have
no resources and time to develop industrial applica�
tions.

In the rare cases when such a practical tool is cre�
ated, it includes usually one or two dozens of different
techniques and is capable of solving two or three veri�
fication problems. On the other hand, the process of
industrial software development requires solving sev�
eral dozens of such problems, whereas the majority of
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organizations manage to successfully introduce and
start to actively use only two or three tools of this kind.

Another difficulty is the growing complexity of the
creation and approbation of new verification tech�
niques. All environment required for their opera�
tion—tools for the source code analysis, descriptions
of formal models, libraries for work with internal code
and model representations, tools implementing vari�
ous code and model analyses, reporting tools—can�
not be developed from scratch. To check feasibility of
certain ideas, the researcher composes this environ�
ment from ready heterogeneous components and
libraries. In the best case, one creates a prototype
capable of coping with a couple of special examples.
However, this way does not work when it is required to
create an environment that could be used for analyz�
ing feasibility and effectiveness of a new idea in a wide
range of situations and on different kinds of applica�
tions and requirements to them. Therefore, the major�
ity of new ideas are used in special circumstances only,
and their effects in wider contexts remain unclear and
unpredictable.

A way out of the difficulty is to develop a unified
extensible framework for the verification of program
systems that provides a common framework for solving
verification problems and libraries of ready compo�
nents implementing standard techniques. Such a
framework could significantly simplify integration of
modules implementing different verification tech�
niques owing to unified extension interfaces.

By means of this framework, the researchers could
greatly reduce expenses required for the testing of new
methods and analysis of their applicability in various
situations. The developers in industry could use it for
integrating the desired set of techniques in the frame�
work of a single tool and for efficient transfer of these
techniques into practical use.

The existence of numerous synthetic verification
methods evidences feasibility and efficiency of inte�
gration of different software verification methods in
various situations.

2. SYNTHETIC SOFTWARE
VERIFICATION METHODS

The synthetic verification methods use different
techniques (according to the above classification) and
combine ideas of different approaches to achieve bet�
ter verification efficiency in terms of the required
resources and confidence of the results obtained.

These methods are currently classified into the fol�
lowing groups:

• Static analysis is based on automated construc�
tion of certain models of the code of the system under
check and verification of correctness of these models
with respect to some set of rules (e.g., any variable
must be initialized before every use), as well as search�
ing certain errors by appropriate patterns (e.g., deref�

erencing of a pointer is a correct operation only after it
has been checked that it is not null). For the models,
labeled control flow and data flow graphs are usually
used. Currently, specific kinds of static analysis are fre�
quently used, where formal models and various tools
for resolving constraints are applied for deeper analysis
of the code features.

� Extended static checking [5–10] checks corre�
spondence of the code to the software requirements,
which are also written in the code, for example, as
comments to its separate elements (procedures, data
types, and class methods). Based on results of the code
analysis, formal models of its behavior are automati�
cally constructed. The conformance between require�
ments and these models is usually checked by applying
theorem proving and solvers. In this approach, the
static analysis is integrated with one of the formal
methods, namely, with the theorem proving. Exam�
ples of such synthesis are the ESC/Java2 [6, 7], Boogie
[8], Saturn [9], and Calysto [10] tools.

� Static analysis based on automatic abstraction [11,
14–19]. The use of such methods suggests that, on the
basis of results of the static analysis of the code, more
abstract (and, hence, simpler) models of the operation
of the software under check are automatically con�
structed. Then, it is verified whether these models
meet certain properties by using model checking or
specialized solvers. In this case, the static analysis is
integrated with the theorem proving or model check�
ing. The difference of this approach from the previous
one is that the properties being checked have the form
of general rules of code correctness—only not�null
pointers can be subjected to dereferencing, elements
of an array with indices exceeding array dimensions
cannot be accessed, resource capture on any path
should be followed by its release, and the like—rather
than are determined by requirements specific to the
component under check. Accordingly, such rules are
fixed for a given tool. Sometimes, partial verification
of rules from some sufficiently large list is possible.

An example of the abstract models is Boolean mod�
els [11], i.e., sets of flags that represent information
required for analysis of program properties (for exam�
ple, on branching and loop conditions) in a concise
form. Another example is octagons [12], i.e., sets of
constraints of the form x ± y ∈ [a, b], where x and y are
variables and a and b are constants. Such sets of con�
straints can be resolved more efficiently compared to
arbitrary sets of linear inequalities. Some tools of this
type use counterexample�guided abstraction refinement
(CEGAR) [13]: if a requirement to a model is violated,
an attempt is made to build the corresponding sce�
nario of code operation; if this is impossible because of
simplifications made in the model, elements of the
code preventing execution of this scenario are deter�
mined, and refinements that describe operation of
these elements more accurately are introduced into
the model; after the refinement, it is checked again
whether the model satisfies the given property. As a
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result, the tool either approves the conformance to the
requirement, or finds a counterexample, or stops its
operation upon expiration of some time or exhausting
a resource without arriving to certain conclusions.
Examples of tools based on the static analysis with
automatic abstraction are PolySpace Verifier [14, 15]
and ASTREE [16, 17]. Among the tools supporting
the counterexample�guided abstraction refinement
are the well�known SLAM [11] and BLAST [18] tools,
as well as a lesser�known MAGIC [19].

• When using synthetic structural testing [20–29],
after the first randomly selected test, all other tests are
generated automatically to ensure coverage of the code
elements that have not been covered earlier. Appropri�
ate test data are selected with the help of solvers that
take into account symbolic information on data con�
straints that prevent the tests passed from checking the
code that has not been covered yet. To construct the
desired sequences of actions, random generation
guided both by the above�mentioned symbolic infor�
mation and heuristic abstractions reducing the state
space of the tested system is used. In this approach,
static code analysis, structural testing, and theorem
proving performed by solvers are integrated. Examples
of such tools are CUTE and jCUTE [22],
Crash’n’Check [23] and DSDCrasher [24], Rostra
and Symstra [25], UnitMeister [26] and Pex [27], Exe
[28] and RANDOOP [29].

• Model based testing [30–33] combines develop�
ment of formal models of the requirements to the ver�
ified software and generation of tests on the basis of
these models. In this case, the model structure serves
as a basis for the test adequacy criteria, and model
restrictions on the correct results of the software oper�
ation are used as test oracles evaluating correctness of
the software behavior in the course of testing. Surveys
of numerous model based testing tools can be found in
[30, 31, 33, 34]. In the last two approaches (or inde�
pendent of them), specific techniques of test genera�
tion based on various verification methods are used.

� Test generation based on constraint solving tech�
niques [35–37]. In the development of tests on the
basis of the test adequacy criteria, the so�called test
objectives are often formulated. The latter are specific
situations in which the behavior of the system under
test should be verified to make sure that it works cor�
rectly. A test objective is formulated as a set of con�
straints imposed on the system states and the data of
the actions performed in the course of testing. To gen�
erate a test that achieves this objective, special solvers
can be used. Such a solver either automatically finds
the desired data and a sequence of operation calls by
solving the given system of constraints or advises that
the system cannot be solved, i.e., the given test objec�
tive cannot be reached and there is no sense to gener�
ate tests aimed at it.

� Generation of tests from counterexamples using
model checking tools [38–41]. Another way of test gen�
eration is to formulate negations of the constraints

specifying the test objective as a property that can be
either checked or disproved by using model checking
tools. If this property is proved, then the test objective
cannot be reached; if it is disproved, the tool con�
structs a counterexample that serves as a required test
in the given case.

• Runtime verification (passive testing) of formal
properties [42–45] also uses formal models of the
requirements for evaluating correctness of the behav�
ior of the tested system but does this only in the course
of its ordinary operation, without using tests specially
constructed for this purpose. Thus, in this approach,
the model checking and runtime verification are inte�
grated. Sometimes, the runtime verification is carried
out in the framework of symbolic execution of the
code rather than in the course of its ordinary opera�
tion. Examples of the runtime verification tools are
Temporal Rover [46] and Java Path Finder [47, 48],
with the latter performing symbolic execution of the
programs under check.

As can be seen, all synthetic methods, in one way or
another, try to combine advantages of different
approaches to the verification, while avoiding their
disadvantages. Currently, there exist many examples of
successful development of such methods and their
practical applications. Some of them are listed below.

• Numerous NASA projects on the development
of software for control of space satellites, shuttles, and
specialized research vehicles carried out with the help
of model checking and test generation tools and runt�
ime verification [49–51]. The tools used in these
projects include model checking tool Spin [52, 53],
test generator T�VEC [54, 55], and Java PathFinder
[47, 48].

• Development and use of the Static Driver Verifier
tool in Microsoft. This tool uses static analysis based
on automatic abstraction for verification of correct�
ness of Windows drivers operation [56, 57]. First, the
model checking tool SLAM [11] was used in the
project. Then, it was considerably revised to support
analysis of arbitrary code in C and supplemented by a
set of rules for correct use of functions of the Windows
kernel in the drivers.

• Internal Microsoft project on formal specifica�
tion and generation of test suites for various client–
server protocols used in the products of this company
[58]. In this project, the SpecExplorer tool [59, 60]
developed by Microsoft Research was used, and the
amount of work on the analysis and formalization of
protocol�related documentation was estimated to be
several dozens of person�years. A clear demonstration
of interest of industry in the development of software
verification methods is the work of the Research in
Software Engineering (RiSE) group [61] in Microsoft
Research: the most actively developing fields of its
research are just various synthetic verification meth�
ods.
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• Recent and current projects at the Institute for
System Programming, Russian Academy of Sciences,
on test generation on the basis of formal models of the
operating system kernel, basic operating system librar�
ies, telecommunication protocols of the IPv6 family,
compiler optimizing units [62–65], which use mainly
a family of model based testing tools UniTESK [33].

• Use of formal verification methods and extended
static analysis tools in the development of the avionics
systems in Airbus and Boeing [16, 17, 66]. In particu�
lar, in Airbus, a static analysis tool based on the
ASTREE formal models was used [16].

• Use of formal models, model based testing, and
runtime verification in the development of software for
smart cards [67, 68].

All these examples approve efficiency of integra�
tion of different verification methods in practice. Nev�
ertheless, in spite of the achievements, each of the syn�
thetic approaches uses only a portion of the available
potential and does not provide one with a unified inte�
gration framework for the entire variety of the software
verification techniques. Moreover, certain heteroge�
neity of these approaches does not allow us to ade�
quately compare their characteristics when they are
applied to complex program systems.

3. APPROACH TO CONSTRUCTING 
EXTENSIBLE SOFTWARE VERIFICATION 

FRAMEWORK

Problems associated with the growing complexity
in the development and testing of the software verifica�
tion methods and the necessity in the creation of an
extensible framework that would allow one to integrate
different techniques and tools have been already dis�
cussed by the researchers (see, for example, [69]).
However, no systematic approach to constructing such
a framework has been presented in the literature yet.

To be implemented in practice, such an approach
should suggest adequate solutions for the following
methodological and organizational problems.

• Problems of interaction of various verification
methods with the requirements analysis within the
software development processes.

• Place and techniques of using the software
reviews within the software verification approach.

• Use of models, languages, and notations of dif�
ferent kinds and methodological and technical diffi�
culties of their integration in a unified framework.

• Selection of basic architecture of the integrated
verification framework.

• Organization of work on the development of such
a framework.

These problems are discussed in detail in what fol�
lows.

3.1. Analysis of Requirements

No verification is possible without preliminary
clear formulation of the requirements being checked.
In practice, verification almost always begins with an
analysis of the requirements to the system and, as a
rule, with their partial formalization.

However, there does not exist a unique approach to
analyzing and representing the requirements, and,
most likely, such an approach will not be created in the
nearest future. Then, is it possible to construct a uni�
fied verification framework that integrates different
approaches and uses different techniques for analyzing
requirements?

To this end, we propose to leave the problems of the
requirements analysis beyond the scope of the frame�
work discussed and define a clear interface between it
and the activity on requirements extraction. To justify
adequacy of the verification performed for the soft�
ware users and customers, it is required that each ele�
ment of the models used and a section of the report on
defects found could be associated with an element of
the requirements formulated by the users and custom�
ers; i.e., the original requirements should be traceable.
Therefore, leaving aside problems related to establish�
ing various relationships between the requirements,
ensuring their adequacy and completeness, and for�
malizing informal requirements, we may consider the
requirements as a set of some objects with unique
identifiers that make it possible to associate model ele�
ments, tests performed, and defects found with these
objects. The nature of these objects—whether they are
texts, formulas, images, schemes, etc.—is not impor�
tant in this case.

Thus, in the verification framework, a mechanism
for requirement tracing should be supported, which
makes it possible to associate their unique identifiers
with various verification artifacts and their separate
elements.

3.2. Place of Reviews in the Integrated Approach
to Software Verification

The form of using the reviews for software verifica�
tion within the considered framework is an important
issue. Review is applicable to any properties of the
software and any artifacts, although, for different pur�
poses, different kinds of reviews are used. Review
makes it possible to reveal errors of all kinds on early
stages, minimizing thus time of defect existence in the
software lifecycle and resources required for eliminat�
ing it. Empirical studies show that the efficiency of
code inspection (even that which does not involve
other development artifacts), measured as the ratio of
the number of defects found to the resources spent, is
higher than that of other verification methods.
According to various reports, from 50 to 90 per cent of
errors during the software lifecycle can be detected by
means of review [70–72]. High efficiency of the
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review can be explained by the ability of a human to
find possible defects in uncertain situations without
clear and complete understanding of the requirements
to the software.

At the same time, the review cannot be automated
and always require participation of people. Moreover,
the review efficiency greatly depends on their experi�
ence and motivation, as well as on the organization of
the development process and professional communi�
cations between the participants. This imposes serious
restrictions on the distribution of resources in the
projects and may lead to conflicts if the organizational
aspects of the review are neglected.

In the considered framework, it is suggested to
maximally use formalized representations for the
majority of the development artifacts in order to be
able to apply one or another automated analysis to
them. The reviews in this case also give rise to good
results; however, they are most advantageous when
used in informal contexts, since, in such situations, a
man is more effective than any tool in searching prob�
lems.

Therefore, review should be fully used in the course
of the requirement analysis and formalization, which
makes it possible to combine advantages of different
verification methods in the best way. The reviews are
most effective just on the stage of defining, refining,
and analyzing the requirements, where all other meth�
ods do not work. On the other hand, automated tech�
niques are more effective in the analysis of formalized
artifacts.

3.3. Use of Different Models

One of the most important issues arising in the
connection with the use of formal models for the veri�
fication is related to the types of models supported by
the framework discussed. The answer to this question
affects the following characteristics of the framework.

• Expressive capabilities of models, i.e., variety of
the requirement types and the properties that can be
described in these models; possibility of system
description on different abstraction levels.

• Scalability of models and restrictions on system
complexity that can be described by means of these
models.

• Supported verification methods (some methods
and techniques can be applied to models of only cer�
tain types).

• Convenience of work with models, the amount of
man�hours required to study the framework and
incorporate it into industrial process of software devel�
opment.

Analysis of the experience in the verification of
industrial software in various organizations and
projects [32, 33, 49, 57, 58, 62, 64] allows us to con�
clude that contract and automaton models are most

appropriate for the description of significant systems
used in practice.

Contract models formulate requirements to a com�
ponent as an abstract description of the structure of its
internal state, a set of invariants determining correct
states, and a set of pre� and postconditions for all oper�
ations of the component specifying, respectively, their
domains and constraints on the correct results and
modifications of states when calling these operations.
Contract models make it possible to accurately define
responsibilities of different sides: the client that access
this component is responsible for the fulfillment of the
preconditions of the operation, whereas the compo�
nent itself is responsible for the fulfillment of the post�
conditions and invariants.

Automaton models describe behavior of the system
(or its component) by specifying a set of its states,
stimuli by means of which one can affect it, possible
reactions, and a set of transitions between the states,
each of which can be invoked by a certain stimulus, be
related to some reaction, or be an internal transition
(i.e., one that occurs without any visible external
events). The assignment of stimuli and reactions to
transitions may be different. In the simplest case, each
transition corresponds to a pair stimulus–reaction.
A transition may be internal or related only to either
one stimulus or one reaction. In automaton models
used in practice, stimuli and reactions may contain
rather complex data structures.

The contract models make it possible to give more
declarative and abstract descriptions of the system
behavior. Moreover, unlike automaton models, they
are more appropriate for describing non�determinism
or behavior associated with transformation of complex
data structures. However, they are not executable and
not convenient for describing composition of the com�
ponents. The automaton models are executable, and
the composition of the components is defined for
these models. In addition, they are more appropriate
for using model checking methods and for generating
test sequences.

Models of both types are extensively used for the
description of program systems of high complexity
(including the component�wise description) and are
well�scaleable: contract models due to the possibility
of working on different abstraction levels and automa�
ton models owing to the use of composition for con�
struction of system specification from specifications of
its components.

3.4. Support of Different Languages and Notations

Many verification tools are designed for working
with certain languages of model and requirement rep�
resentation. When integrating different methods, we
may pose the question of what languages to use at all
and support of what languages should be implemented
at first.
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The experience acquired in the large number of
projects on verification of industrial software [32, 33,
64] makes us conclude that it is preferable to use lan�
guages similar to widely used programming languages
that are customary to the developers. Therefore, for
representing models in the considered framework, one
should use languages that are minimal extensions of
programming languages. Later, one may add support
for certain languages of formal specifications.

Support of different languages and notations
should be implemented on the level of some common
intermediate representation of language constructs
that is used by all analysis tools, but not users them�
selves. The development of such intermediate repre�
sentation that is applicable to many different lan�
guages is not a trivial task, especially if languages that
differ significantly in terms of basic paradigms are
used. As experience shows [73, 74], such a common
representation of programs greatly depends on the
problems solved on its basis, and the reuse of represen�
tations developed in other projects is hardly possible.
Therefore, an interface for the intermediate represen�
tation used by the framework will, most likely, be
developing gradually and will rely on the working
experience acquired in the course of its development.
The set of concepts itself on the basis of which such a
representation can be created is not clear at the
moment: it should be determined in the course of cre�
ation of the verification framework described in this
paper.

In spite of the above difficulties, available standard
or widely used high�level libraries should be used for
work with the intermediate representation for a num�
ber of languages. For example, for the C and C++ lan�
guages, the intermediate representation used in the
GCC compiler (the trees level [75]) becomes a de facto
standard. The great advantage of using results of such
projects is that their support and development in the
near future are guaranteed.

3.5. Basic Architecture of the Verification Framework 

The architecture of the verification framework dis�
cussed—a set of its basic components, their external
interfaces and interaction rules, and rules for adding
new components—determines one of the most
important features of this framework, namely, its
extensibility. On the other hand, solutions related to
the basic principles of the framework construction
may affect possibility of its integration with other soft�
ware development tools.

First of all, to facilitate its use in the industrial soft�
ware development, the verification framework should
be built into one of the widely used development
frameworks, such as Eclipse or Microsoft Visual Stu�
dio. Eclipse [76, 77] is the most appropriate integra�
tion framework for the first versions, since it possesses
a huge set of extension modules, including verification
tools and modules for support of various programming

languages. In addition, the process of creating such
modules is well documented.

In addition to the external environment, in the
context of which the verification framework has to
work, it is required to determine its frame, i.e., some
base set of components implementing a basic set of
functions and supporting main data flows inside the
system. To this frame, other components supporting
auxiliary and less significant functions will be added.

As the basis for constructing the verification frame�
work, we suggest using an architecture frame of
model�based testing tools. This is explained by the fact
that such testing is one of the most complicated verifi�
cation processes from the point of view of its organiza�
tion: the nomenclature of the activity types in this pro�
cess is the widest one. Usually, in the course of testing,
it is required to do the following.

• To define a behavior model of the system under
test, which formalizes requirements to the behavior.

• To analyze model structure for choosing cover�
age criteria and separate test objectives and defining
these criteria and objectives.

• To construct a test execution environment
(which includes monitoring and protocoling external
actions, system reactions, and, possibly, internal
events) and test oracles (program components deter�
mining whether the observed behavior of the system
corresponds to that defined by the model). Usually,
such an environment consists of a library supporting
test execution, a set of test oracles for all components
under check, and a set of adapters relating these com�
ponents to their oracles. In the majority of cases, the
oracles are generated automatically from a model con�
structed earlier.

• To construct (automatically or with the help of a
man) a set of test scenarios determining sequences of
calls of various operations of the system being tested,
or sequences of messages or signals to be sent to it, or
data transmitted as parameters of the operations and
messages.

• To execute test scenarios protocoling all infor�
mation related to the correspondence of the observed
system behavior and its model, as well as the situations
covered in the course of testing.

• To carry out analysis of the test results, in the
course of which errors in the system or its model are
revealed and analyzed (which manifest themselves as
discrepancies between the expected and actual behav�
iors), the test coverage obtained is analyzed, and a
decision is made on either generation of additional
tests or finishing the activity.

In order to incorporate other synthetic verification
methods in the model�based architecture frame, it is
required to add modules for analyzing the source code
of the components under test (all other required com�
ponents are, in fact, already available in it [78]).

A preliminary variant of the architecture of a uni�
fied extensible software verification framework is
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Fig. 1. Preliminary architecture of an extensible software verification framework.

shown in Fig. 1. Only large�scale components are pre�
sented in the figure. A more detailed architecture
design may require division of these components into
smaller parts and addition of other modules solving
auxiliary tasks.

Among all synthetic verification methods, the
extended static checking is the worst one with respect
to scalability, since description of detailed constraints
(including loop invariants) for a large code requires
too much expenditure. However, all other methods
can be supported on the basis of the suggested archi�
tecture.

In the framework of this architecture, model�based
testing can be performed, since the majority of its
components are taken from a typical architecture of
tools for such testing. Monitoring of formal properties
is organized on the basis of a subset of these compo�

nents: for this subset, there is no need to generate and
perform tests; it is sufficient to run the system under
test in the framework of the testing and monitoring
support environment with the use of test oracles.

Scenarios of execution of the static analysis based
on automatic abstraction and synthetic structural test�
ing are depicted in Fig. 2. For each method, the order
of execution of separate actions—analysis of the
source code, creation of a model on its basis, analysis
of the model with the help of specialized techniques,
test generation, etc.—is shown in the figure.

Steps 3 and 4 in the static analysis based on auto�
matic abstraction are performed in a loop until the
code correctness is proved, or a counterexample is
found, or the resources assigned for the check are
exhausted. Steps 4–7 in the synthetic structural testing
are also performed in a loop until a set of tests is
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obtained that ensures the desired coverage or the
resources assigned for the test generation are
exhausted.

3.6. Organization of the Verification
Framework Development

The development of the above�described verifica�
tion framework will require considerable resources,
even in the case of using available components imple�
menting various types of analysis, test generation algo�
rithms, or parsing code in certain programming lan�
guages. Because of the huge amount of the required
labor, the development of the framework by a small
group of people seems unrealistic.

Therefore, the development of such a framework
can be organized as an open project in the Internet
with the participation of any developer who agrees to
follow suggested architectural solutions and other
rules of the project.

To begin such a project, it is important to prepare a
general architecture of the framework and an imple�
mentation of some significant part of its functionality.
As the first variant, the unit testing system TestNG [79,
80] extended by model�based tests generation means
can be considered. TestNG is a popular framework for
development of unit and integration tests for Java
applications, which allows one to create test sets for
sufficiently complex systems and flexibly configure
their execution. In addition, TestNG has an open
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Fig. 2. Support of various verification methods by the proposed architecture.
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code. Its extension by model�based testing capabilities
and, at least, one or two types of model and code anal�
yses (for example, those implementing synthetic
structural testing in a number of situations) makes it
possible to clearly demonstrate integration capabilities
of the proposed approach.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the paper, an approach to the integration of var�
ious software verification methods has been suggested.
The goal is to considerably increase complexity of pro�
gram systems, for which verification by rigorous meth�
ods based on formal models in an explicit or implicit
form can yield valuable results under acceptable
expenditures.

The proposed approach is based on combining sev�
eral synthetic verification methods (extended static
checking, synthetic structural testing, model�based
testing, and runtime verification of formal properties)
successfully used in practice in the unified extensible
software verification framework. As a base architecture
for such a framework, we suggest using the well�known
model based testing tools architecture [48] extended
by additional components for analysis of the source
code of the components under test and for various
types of model analyses, including various solvers.
Model�based testing is chosen to be a foundation of
the proposed architecture, since it is the most compli�
cated verification method among those being com�
bined.

A number of methodical and technical solutions,
which, in the author’s opinion, make the development
of the discussed verification framework realizable and
facilitate its application to solving practical problems
of industrial software verification, are also presented.

Another possible application of such a framework is
testing and adjustment of numerous new techniques of
verification and analysis of software properties.
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